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[1] This paper revisits the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) assumptions
about pack ice behavior with an eye to modeling sea ice dynamics. The AIDJEX
assumptions were that (1) enough leads were present in a 100 km by 100 km region to
make the ice isotropic on that scale; (2) the ice had no tensile strength; and (3) the ice
behavior could be approximated by an isotropic yield surface. These assumptions were
made during the development of the AIDJEX model in the 1970s, and are now found
inadequate. The assumptions were made in part because of insufficient large-scale (10 km)
deformation and stress data, and in part because of computer capability limitations. Upon
reviewing deformation and stress data, it is clear that a model including deformation on
discontinuities and an anisotropic failure surface with tension would better describe the
behavior of pack ice. A model based on these assumptions is needed to represent the
deformation and stress in pack ice on scales from 10 to 100 km, and would need to
explicitly resolve discontinuities. Such a model would require a different class of metrics
to validate discontinuities against observations.
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1. Introduction

[2] In this paper we describe the Arctic pack ice within
the scope of modeling ice dynamics and deformation. The
focus is on ice dynamics and deformations since ice motion
is responsible for redistributing freshwater in the Arctic, and
ice deformation is the mechanical input to the ice thickness
distribution. Resolving the thickness distribution has impor-
tant consequences for simulating the complete atmosphere-
ice-ocean system. The boundary condition that represents
the coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean needs to
be represented accurately in the presence of sea ice if the
climate of high latitudes is to be simulated correctly. Present
ice models such as AIDJEX [Coon, 1980], Hibler [1980],
and Hunke and Dukowicz [1997], have been shown to
model ice motion reasonably well, but do not adequately
model deformation. Some of this inadequacy is due to
insufficiencies in the model assumptions as compared with
observations of pack ice behavior.
[3] The assumptions used in the development of the

AIDJEX model [Coon, 1980, p.16] were as follows.

[4] 1. ‘‘The AIDJEX elastic-plastic constitutive law was
developed in an attempt to describe the large-scale (100 km)
behavior of sea ice and to resolve events on a timescale of
one day. After examining images of Arctic sea ice obtained
from both satellite and airborne sensors, it was decided that
cracks, ridges, and leads were quite randomly distributed on
length scales of 100 km, and it would be possible to
represent the behavior by an isotropic model. One can find
times when the cracks, ridges, or leads have preferred
directions, and at these times the isotropic model will not
be as good.’’
[5] 2. Pack ice cannot withstand tensile stress.
[6] 3. The comprehensive strength can be determined

from the energy in the ridging processes. These assumptions
were adopted by Hibler [1980] and by Hunke and Dukowicz
[1997] in formulating their ice models, and therefore many
sea ice dynamics models being used today are based on the
same assumptions.
[7] In this paper we critically review these assumptions

and suggest a different view of the dynamics of pack ice
based on different assumptions. The new view of the
behavior leads to a model that accounts directly for velocity
(displacement) discontinuities, which are related to the
formation of leads and ridges and cause anisotropic ice
strength. We discuss the kinematics of ice with disconti-
nuities and low concentration, and suggest that a different
type of metrics needs to be used to validate such situations.
We propose and test such metrics. In separate papers,
Schreyer et al. [2006] develop an elastic-decohesion ice
model based on this discontinuous/anisotropic behavior, and
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Sulsky et al. [2007] describe a method for solving ice
dynamic problems with the new model.

2. Deformation and Scales

[8] The first AIDJEX assumption was tested with motion
data by Thorndike and Colony [1978]. Thorndike and
Colony [1978] showed, by using AIDJEX position data,
that the assumption was not valid. They stated that ‘‘the data
set considered here from spring and summer 1975 in the
Beaufort Sea implies that the true deformation cannot be
represented well as constant over lengths of 100 km because
it ignores the magnitude of the discontinuities.’’
[9] The motion and deformation of the Arctic ice pack

can now be determined from buoys and sequential satellite
images. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) provides a detailed
view of the ice, and when processed using the RADARSAT
Geophysical Processor System (RGPS), it provides esti-
mates of sea ice motion and deformation for large regions of
the Arctic. The completeness of this data set makes it
valuable for describing the important features of Arctic ice
dynamics and deformation [e.g., Kwok, 2006].
[10] Figure 1 shows the fraction of time a grid cell of sea

ice was active over an entire winter. We consider a grid cell
active if divergence is greater than 0.02/day or shear is
greater than 0.04/day over the data sampling interval. The

most active regions shown occur in first year ice. This is
worthy of note since the amount of the ice cover consisting
of first year has been observed to be increasing in recent
years. Increased activity corresponds to above normal
external forcing and/or lower ice strength. The multiyear
ice pack shows that large deformation events occur in long-
lasting, linear features and correspond to discontinuities in
the displacement (or velocity) fields.
[11] Figure 2 shows that the first year ice is most active in

the fall, and that first year ice is more active than multiyear
ice. This is what one would expect as the ice grows thicker
and extends to shore. A striking feature of the RPGS
analyses is that most 10 km Lagrangian cells do not have
permanent deformation during the year [Kwok, 2006].
[12] Figure 3 shows this deformation in a different way

by sorting the deformation as a function of space scale for
two different fractions of multiyear ice coverage. This
figure shows that a only small percent of 10 km cells are
active or exhibit deformations that are less than the uncer-
tainties in the RGPS motion estimates. This is more pro-
nounced when a larger percent of the multiyear ice is
present. This observation is consistent with the observations
of Marsan et al. [2004] who show using RADARSAT data
that the deformation of sea ice is localized at small scales.
Figure 3 also shows that more elements are shearing than
opening and closing.

Figure 1. Fractional number of time steps (in percent) a cell is active between 1 November 1999 and
28 April 2000.
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[13] We conclude that thick first year ice and multiyear
ice could be approximated with all deformation occurring as
discontinuities in the displacement field. It might be possi-
ble to increase the element size to be much larger than
100 km in order to satisfy the AIDJEX assumption, but
neither the AIDJEX motion data nor the RGPS data
products support this. At scales of a few 100 km (this is
the size of storms), the air stress forcing will vary substan-
tially over the elements. This view is very different from the
AIDJEX assumption, and in the next section we will
describe the kinematics of this view.

3. Kinematics of Strong Discontinuities

[14] The RGPS deformation products are based on the
assumption that the displacements and velocities are smooth
functions of the spatial coordinates. However, if the dom-
inant form of deformation of multiyear ice is in the opening,
closing, and shearing of linear features or leads, then the
displacements and velocities can be discontinuous. In this
section we discuss the kinematics associated with strong
discontinuities that describe possible jumps in displacement
or velocity.
[15] Consider a region W of ice that has a crack surface S

dividing the region into W+ and W�, as in Figure 4. The
normal n to the surface S points into W+. A discontinuous
displacement field has the form

u x; tð Þ ¼ u x; tð Þ þ u½ �½ �HS xð Þ: ð1Þ

The displacement has been divided into a continuous part u
and a discontinuous part, where the jump in displacement is
[[u]] = u+ � u� = xm across the surface S. In general, the
jump in displacement varies with position, but for a single
RGPS cell, we assume it is independent of x. The magnitude
of the jump is x and m is a unit vector giving the jump
direction or mode of opening. The function HS (x) is the

Heaviside function

HS xð Þ ¼
1 if x 2 Wþ

0 if x 2 W�

8<
: : ð2Þ

A (small) strain tensor e can be computed from equation (1)
by taking the symmetric gradient with respect to x,

e ¼ ruð Þsym¼ ruð Þsym þ u½ �½ � 
 nð ÞsymdS : ð3Þ

The function ds is the Dirac-delta function on S.
[16] The RGPS data have been analyzed under the

assumption that u contains only the continuous part of the
displacement field. Strains and strain rates are computed
solely from gradients of the displacement or velocity.
Suppose we now take an equally extreme view that the
observed deformation arises from the discontinuous part of
the displacement (or velocity) field. In this case, we wish to
find a decohesion strain field, ed = ([[u]] 
 n)symds, that best
fits the data.

Figure 2. Seasonal change in activity for different ice
types. Activity is defined as the fractional number of RGPS
cell active in the seasonal ice zone (SIZ) and perennial ice
zone (PIZ) during months in 1998/1999 (figure adapted
from Kwok [2006]). The SIZ consists of first year ice and
the PIZ is defined to consist of predominately multiyear ice.

Figure 3. Dependence of activity on spatial length scale
under different ice conditions (multiyear ice fraction).
Activity is defined as the fractional number of windows at
a given length scale with observed divergence or shear over
the time period 1–4 February 1999.
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[17] Consider a square element of ice with side length h.
Assume the lead goes through the center of this element.
Define a rectangular element aligned with a lead with sides
of length ht along the lead direction and hn normal to the
lead, as shown in Figure 5. Specifically,

�p=4 � q � p=4 ht ¼ h= cos q hn ¼ h2=ht ¼ h cos q

p=4 � q � 3p=4 ht ¼ h= sin q hn ¼ h2=ht ¼ h sin q:

Thus ht is the length of the lead and hn is a perpendicular
dimension of a rectangle with the same area, h2, as the
original element.
[18] We will construct the decohesion strain field by

regularizing the delta function distribution over a finite
length scale hn so that the decohesion strain becomes

ed ¼ 1

hn
u½ �½ � 
 nð Þsym:: ð4Þ

Construct a right-handed nt-coordinate system, where n is
the unit normal to the lead and t is tangent to it. In this
coordinate system the jump in displacement can be written
[[u]] = unn + utt. Moreover, in the nt-coordinate system, the
components of the decohesion strain are

ednn ¼
un

hn

ednt ¼
ut

2hn

edtt ¼ 0:

ð5Þ

When rotated to the original xy-coordinates, the decohesion
strains become

edxx ¼
un

h

cos2 q
sin q

� ut

h
cos q edyy ¼

un

h
sin q� ut

h
cos q

edxy ¼
un

h
cos q� ut

2h

cos2 q� sin2

sin q

: ð6Þ

The goal is to determine q, un and ut to best fit the
observations.

[19] One way to accomplish the goal is to compute xy-
components of the strain exx, eyy, and exy for an element of
ice as is usually done for the RGPS products. Now pick q,
un and ut to minimize the Frobenius norm, E, of the
difference in strains. Specifically, define

E ¼ ke� edk
kek ; ð7Þ

where

kek ¼ ennð Þ2 þ ettð Þ2 þ 2 entð Þ2
h i1=2

¼ exxð Þ2 þ eyy
� �2 þ 2 exy

� �2h i1=2
: ð8Þ

An analytical solution to this problem is possible using the
Mohr-circle representation of the transformation equations
for components of a tensor in a plane. In some cases there
are two solutions. In these cases, the solution that preserves
the sense of rotation is chosen; that is, the vorticity should
have the same sign in the nt system as in the xy system.
[20] Figure 6 shows a 50 km by 50 km region of the

Arctic that is identified for study on day 136 of 2002.
During an 18.5 hour period a large lead opened and sheared.
The above technique for determining a representation of the
deformation in terms of discontinuities is applied separately
to each of the 100 elements in the satellite image, resulting
in Figure 7a. Since all deformation is represented by a jump
in displacement through the center of the element, all
elements have leads. The opening and shearing of the lead
is depicted by a gray patch. A patch with a red border is
opening, representing the formation of a new lead. A patch
with a blue border is closing, representing closing of a
preexisting lead.
[21] It is interesting to examine the predominant leads.

For this purpose we only plot leads above a minimum
threshold size in Figures 7b–7f. That is, we plot a lead if
un
2 + ut

2 > uo
2, for different values of u0. As u0 increases,

fewer leads remain in the plot. Notice that the pattern does
not vary much for the range u0 = 200 m to u0 = 1200 m.
Thus for this example the dominant leads have a pre-
dicted width of 200 m or greater. We quantify the agreement
in section 5.2.

4. Strength and Scales

[22] There were two AIDJEX assumptions about the
strength of the ice. At the time those assumptions were
made there were no field ice stress data to evaluate these

Figure 4. A region of ice W that has a crack surface S
dividing the region into W+ and W�.

Figure 5. (left) Lead orientation. (middle) Lead goes
through center of element and across the element. (right)
Lead length is ht.
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assumptions. In the AIDJEX model the ice was taken to be
elastic/plastic, in the Hibler model the ice is viscous/plastic,
and in the Hunke model the ice is elastic/viscous/plastic. In
all of these models, there is one plastic compressive strength
and the tensile strength is zero. In contrast if we accept the
view that discontinuities in displacement (velocity) should
be accounted for directly, it is clear that the strength parallel
to the lead should be different from that perpendicular to it.
When a lead is first opened, the stress is normal and shear
along the lead would be zero. This view was proposed by
Coon et al. [1992, 1998a] and Pritchard [1998] where the
ice is assumed to be plastic. However, in order to model
leads directly, the model must be able to find the direction
of newly formed leads. The elastic plastic model suggested
by Coon et al. [1992, 1998a] did not provide the direction
of weakening associated with lead formation.

4.1. Isotropic Ice (No Leads)

[23] We now have field ice stress data. If local horizontal
stress measurements are indicative of geophysical stress
then they should be uniform over a broad region in the
central portion of the instrumented ice floe. This was tested
by Coon et al. [1998b] on a 3 km floe and the stress was
shown to be uniform. Therefore the floe was a transducer
for measuring large-scale stress.
[24] Ice stress resultant invariant data (for 0.7 m to 1.6 m

thick) as reported by Coon et al. [1998b] are presented in
Figure 8. The data are hourly ice stress measurements
plotted as the shear-resultant invariant (half the difference
of the principal stress) against the pressure-resultant invari-
ant (average of the principal stress). The data are plotted in
search of the envelope corresponding to the failure surface
of isotropic ice. The ice stress can have a wide range of
values within the envelope when the ice does not fail or
where the failure is associated with a preexisting lead or
ridge. In a situation where the stress contacts the envelope,
isotropic ice fails and forms a slip line or opens a new lead.
The data have been sorted by time of the year, and indicate
that many of the stress states observed in late winter and
early spring are in tension. However, in AIDJEX, it was

assumed that the tensile strength was zero. This was not
deduced from measured stress, but from the thinking that if
there were many leads in a 100 km element then some
would be open at least a little. It is now clear that we do not
know how many leads in 100 km or even 10 km are stress
free. The data in Figure 8 are from floes 1 to 3 km across.
Therefore they may represent the stress resultant on a 10-km
scale. Figure 8 also shows yield surfaces for a modified
AIDJEX model [Pritchard, 1980, 1981] and the Hibler
[1980] model. The yield surfaces correspond to compact,
heavy ice and show little or no tension. Under less compact
conditions or in regions with thin ice, the yield surfaces
would be smaller. The dimension of the yield surfaces was
determined from fitting motion data with model calcula-
tions.
[25] The data bring up the question of element scale. In

AIDJEX it was taken as 100 km, but many ice dynamic
models are now used for much smaller scales (e.g., 10 km).
These data indicate that for the smaller scales a much larger
yield surface should be used for isotropic-plastic models.
These data are in agreement with the finding of Sanderson
[1988], who examined sea ice strength data from laboratory
tests to large-scale field tests. The field data from Coon et
al. [1998b] are shown to extend the scale of this curve and
bridge to the 100-km scale used in ice dynamics models.

4.2. Anisotropic Ice (With Leads)

[26] It is difficult to describe in detail the physical
mechanisms for the failure shown in Figure 8. It is clear
that new leads result from the failure of isotropic ice.
Observation of a lead opening event affords the opportunity
to know the regional geophysical ice stress in one direction.
While the lead is open, no stress can be transmitted across
it; therefore the traction on the lead must be zero.
[27] Such a lead-opening event took place during the

SIMI field program [Coon et al., 1998b]. Simultaneous
measurements of sea ice stress on both sides of a lead, ice
motion from sequential SAR imagery, and ice motion from
drifting GPS/Argos buoys were made. The lead, which
appeared early in day 35 (4 February) of 1994, was

Figure 6. (a) Undeformed and (b) deformed meshes for a 50 km  50 km region of the Arctic in May
2002. The deformation occurs over 18.5 hours.
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observed, relative motions were calculated across and along
the lead direction, and stresses were transformed to this
same coordinate system. The lead orientation and approx-
imate location were determined from SAR images of the
pack ice surrounding the SIMI camp, as well as from net ice
motion at 3-day intervals. The ice motion around the lead
was provided in greater temporal detail by an array of
drifting GPS/Argos buoys producing hourly positions.
Sea-ice stress was measured on each side of the lead.
[28] Figure 9 shows a time series of stress resultant

components (for a 2-m-thick floe) in lead coordinates, as
calculated from the stress sensor fluid pressures. Near the
beginning of day 35, both the shear stress on the lead and
the stress normal to the lead direction fell to near zero (and
remained near zero for over a week). The principal stress
parallel to the lead was variable but remained large.
[29] The stress path in stress-resultant invariant space for

hourly data from day 34 to day 40 is shown in Figure 10. As
determined from the 6-hourly GPS buoy position data, the

lead is closed at the time marked (A), and is open 6 hours
later (marked by point (B) in Figures 9 and 10). A failure
surface in invariant space is appropriate for the ice before
the lead is open, but after it is open the ice is anisotropic and
the failure surface must be expressed by three stress
components [Coon et al., 1998a]. Shortly before a lead-
opening motion is apparent in the ice motion data, the ice-
stress state abruptly changed from biaxial compression to
uniaxial compression, with the traction on the lead near
zero. This uniaxial behavior of the stress measurements is
consistent with the expected geophysical stress during such
a lead event.
[30] It is possible to associate these data with a failure

surface instead of a plastic yield surface. The difference is
that when a stress state reaches the failure surface the pack
ice fails as a lead opens. The ice has strength parallel to the
lead, but not perpendicular to it. The failure surface of
undamaged ice is isotropic, but after the ice fails it is
direction dependent (anisotropic). By undamaged ice we
mean that any leads or ridges that were active in the element
before are now completely healed (refrozen).
[31] Figure 11a shows a representative failure surface for

pack ice with no leads. This failure surface is good for all
directions in the plane of the pack ice. Figure 11b shows the
failure surface for a lead aligned with the s2 direction.
Figure 11b shows little strength in the s1 direction. How-
ever, after some ridging or freezing, strength in the s1
direction is developed and is indicated in Figure 11c.

4.3. Ridging

[32] The ridging process has been studied with models
[Parmerter and Coon, 1972; Hopkins, 1998], laboratory
tests [Tuhkuri et al., 1998] and field measurements [Coon
and Lau, 1990; Coon et al., 1989]. Bending of the ice is the
most important loading in building a pressure ridge. Build-
ing the ridge from the ice in a refrozen lead starts with
breaking the lead ice. This breaking load may be a larger
load than is required to maintain the building process
[Hopkins, 1998; Tuhkuri et al., 1998]. As the lead comes
together the ridge building force increases, and if the lead is
wide enough, the load will reach a limiting height and a
corresponding force limit, which are functions of ice thick-
ness. This is expressed by all models and laboratory studies.
[33] Hopkins [1998] developed a simple expression of the

limit ridge force in terms of the ice thickness; F = 95.4h1.5,
where F is the building force kN/m and h is the ice
thickness in meters. Using the model of Parmerter and
Coon [1972] and ridging forces measured in the field, Coon
and Lau [1990] found F = 113h1.5. A reasonable approx-
imation of these results therefore might be

F ¼ 100h1:5: ð9Þ

[34] It is also possible to express the lead width required
to reach the ridge height limit, and therefore the load limit,
in terms of lead ice thickness. A simplified expression from
Parmerter and Coon [1972] is

UL ¼ 1:2 9 0:5þ 0:5tð Þ2

t

 !
; ð10Þ

Figure 7. Predicted lead pattern obtained by representing
the deformation with a jump in displacement. Red indicates
an opening lead and blue indicates the closing of a

preexisting lead. Leads are plotted if un
2 + ut

2 > u0
2 where

(a) u0 = 0 m, (b) u0 = 100 m, (c) u0 = 200 m, (d) u0 = 400 m,
(e) u0 = 800 m, and (f) u0 = 1200 m.
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where UL is the lead width for the limit force and t is the
lead ice thickness.
[35] In understanding the healing of leads it is helpful to

use a simple relation for the growth of ice in the lead such as
Lebedev’s parameterization (discussed by Maykut [1986])
using freezing degree days (FDD),

t ¼ 0:0133 FDD0:58: ð11Þ

[36] In Figure 12 the limit ridging force, the lead width
required for obtaining the limit force, and the days to grow
the ice are plotted against the lead ice thickness. Figure 12
shows that the limit ridging force for 1.4 m ice is the same
as the compression force required to fail the isotropic ice
shown in Figure 8. A lead width of only about 100 m is
required to reach this limit load, but it would take over

Figure 9. Stress resultant components expressed in label coordinates for a lead opening event during
SIMI. Stress measurements made on flow taken to be 2 m thick. Figure modified from Coon et al.
[1998a].

Figure 8. Stress-resultant field data from SIMI sorted by time of year [Coon et al., 1998b]. Also shown
is the teardrop yield surface of Pritchard (1980) and the elliptical yield surface of Hibler [1980] adjusted
to have the same maximum compressive strength as in work by Pritchard [1980]. Using P =
P*hexp(�C(1� A)) yields ice thickness, h, of over 3.6 m when the ice coverage, A, is equal to 1 and P* =
27.5 kN/m2 [Hibler, 2004].
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120 days at �25�C to grow the lead ice to that thickness.
Therefore Figure 12 indicates that for most lead ice the limit
force will be smaller than the isotropic failure force. This is
in agreement with the observations that pressure ridges are
made of blocks of thin (i.e., less then 1 m thick) ice.
Combining this with the kinematic view above, most
10 km cells will have stress states inside of Figure 11a
and the failure surface of Figure 11b will change slowly
unless the lead ice is used in ridging.
[37] Sample force displacement curves are sketched in

Figure 13. Figure 13a shows the case for a lead with one ice
thickness. The limit force is reached at the limit displace-
ment and after some initial break. The limit force continues
until the lead is closed and the force becomes that of
isotropic ice. Figure 13b shows the case of a lead with
two ice thicknesses. When all of the thinnest ice is ridged,
the next thinnest ice ridges. In the example shown, however,
the ice does not reach its limit force before all of the lead ice
is ridged; and the force becomes that of the isotropic ice.
These are only two examples of force displacement curves
that can be generated. Much of the detail is not needed for
an ice dynamic model.

5. Discussion

5.1. Thin, Low Concentration Ice

[38] The mechanical behavior of sea ice is different near
the ice edge when compared to the behavior of the central
pack ice. The change in behavior is due to the failure (or
yield) strength of ice being related to the thickness of the ice
and the ice coverage. For example, the long (>100 km),
linear velocity discontinuities seen in RGPS data are not
present very early in first year ice in the Beaufort and
Chukchi Seas. Later during the freezing season, however,
these features become visible in RGPS motion data. After a
couple of months with air temperatures below �15�C,
thermodynamic ice growth (equation (11)) yields an ice
thickness of 0.7 m, and the kinematic response of the ice
becomes similar to that of multiyear ice. Thermodynamic
ice growth is the dominant mechanism in thickening ice, but
given the high activity level (e.g., Figure 1) and amount of

total deformation seen in young first-year ice, it is unclear
how much thickening of the ice is due to mechanical
redistribution.
[39] The dominant factor limiting internal ice stress near

the ice edge and in summer is the effect of reduced ice
coverage. In the AIDJEX model, it was assumed that there
was no internal ice stress in the summer [Coon, 1980].
Hibler [1979] suggested that the failure strength of ice could
be related to the ice coverage through an exponential
function such that the failure strength is negligible once
the ice concentration is around 0.70 (loose packed circular
disks give 0.79) and increases to the full failure strength for
that ice thickness for an ice concentration of 1. Field data
are needed to validate this assumption.
[40] The behavior of thin ice is associated with a smaller

isotropic failure surface than would be obtained from
Figure 8. Figure 8 shows that 20 kN/m is about 10% of
the maximum compressive strength of isotropic ice. From
Figure 12 the ridging limit load for 20 kN/m occurs at
approximately 0.4 m ice thickness. It appears that the
isotropic failure stress for pack ice may go down an order
of magnitude for ice thickness from 0.7 to 0.4 m. This does
not, however, provide us with the behavior of pack ice with
mean thickness of less than 0.7 m. It may be that the
behavior can be explained by a discontinuous/anisotropic
description with an isotropic failure surface which depends
on thickness, or it may be explained with a continuous/
isotropic behavior with a yield surface that depends on ice
thickness. For thin ice, it may not matter much in the
description of ice motion because the internal ice stress
term will be small. More field measurements of thin (less
than a meter) ice are needed to resolve these issues.

5.2. Metric

[41] The treatment of discontinuities in the displacements
(or velocities) of sea ice requires some shift in the procedure
for evaluation and validation of models against observa-
tions. Grumbine [1998] notes that sea ice literature includes
relatively little in the way of quantitative model verification,
explaining this by the fact that visual inspection of model
output has been sufficiently unambiguous to determine
which model or parameterization was better. While this
remains the case, a need clearly exists to quantify a model’s
success and improvements in simulating observed leads.
Current metrics used to evaluate ice model skill [Prellar and
Posey, 1996; Van Woert et al., 2001, 2004] are an adaptation
of a least squares metric [e.g., Willmott et al., 1985] adopted
from operational numerical weather prediction data assim-
ilation systems. These systems score a forecast skill based

Figure 10. Stress resultant invariants while lead (in
Figure 9) was active. Figure modified from Coon et al.
[1998a].

Figure 11. Failure surface for pack ice (a) with no leads,
(b) with a new lead, and (c) with a partially refrozen lead.
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on the standard error of a model value summed over all grid
points and normalized by the difference from either clima-
tology or persistence. These metrics are most appropriate
for continuous fields and Eulerian systems where the
observations and predictions are commensurate. They have
replaced correlation-based indices as measures of model
accuracy. However, this class of metrics suffers from some
flaws in areas of sharp gradients and discontinuities (e.g.,
leads) and when Lagrangian treatments are more natural.
For example, when the variables are validated against non-
synoptic and/or satellite observations, discrepancies in the
location of linear features between model prediction/analysis
and observations may result in a low skill score or in
the rejection of good observations as outliers in a quality
controlled system. These problems are further exacerbated
in Arctic regions where linear features (leads) comprise a
small yet extremely important area of the domain, and
satellite observations with uncertain observational errors
and inaccuracies are often the sole data source for valida-
tion. The use of common metrics in these circumstances can
result in the rejection of the only data available by a quality
controlled assimilation scheme when features are dislocated.
Similarly, poor forecasts that fail to predict or diagnose
these important features, may score much better by these
metrics than forecasts which identify the dynamically im-
portant features, albeit at a somewhat different location or
orientation than observations indicate.
[42] We describe two metrics specifically designed to

measure model accuracy in representing linear features
(e.g., leads). The indices circumvent the requirement that
both the observations and model variables will be commen-
surate (i.e., measured with the same units) by considering
the frequencies of the features of interest and importance.
We illustrate the metrics by scoring several hypothetical

simulated discontinuity fields against the lead interpreted
from the RGPS observation of a 50 km by 50 km region of
the Arctic (shown in Figure 6). An idealized representation
of the area with the simulated and RGPS discontinuity
features on an undeformed mesh is shown in Figure 14.
[43] Consider L features of interest and N spatial seg-

ments of the domain. N is determined on the basis of the
spatial scales considered of importance. We define our first
metric, the fractional index of agreement as

Af ¼
XL
i¼1

wi

XN
j¼1

wjFij

 !
=
X

w
� �

; ð12Þ

where Fij is the fractional agreement in terms of grid-cell
count of the ith feature in the jth spatial segment and w are
the weights given to the features and the spatial segments.
[44] We now define a second metric to evaluate model

success in representing features. It, too, treats features
through a frequency distribution at predetermined spatial
segments of the domain. The second metric shares many of
the characteristics of the fractional index of agreement, but
takes the more familiar format of standard error common in
routine distance or root mean square (RMS) skill indices,

IA ¼ 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXL
i¼1

wi

XN
j¼1

wjDij

 !
=
X

w
� �vuut ; ð13Þ

where w are the same as for the fractional index of
agreement, and Di,j is a normalized frequency difference or

distance function: Di,j =
pi;j�oi;jð Þ2

pi;jþoi;jð Þ2
, where pi,j and oi,j are the

predicted (simulated) and observed feature frequencies (cell
count) of feature i in segment j.

Figure 13. Force displacement curves for a lead under
riding showing (a) lead with a single ice thickness and
(b) lead with two thicknesses of ice where t1 is the thinnest
ice present.

Figure 12. Limit ridging force and the lead width required
to reach the limit ridging force vary as a function of the lead
ice thickness. Days required to grow lead ice to different
thickness is shown for two examples. The compression
force required to fail isotropic ice is obtained from Figure 8.
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[45] In the examples shown in Figure 14, we consider,
using both indices, the agreement in (1) the existence of
leads; and (2) the existence of leads at the observed
orientation and the spatial distribution of this agreement in
the entire simulated or observed domain (in this case a
50 km by 50 km region), as well as in its parts (the four
shaded 25 km by 25 km quadrants). We thus score L = 2
features at N = 5 parts of the domain. The metrics are based
on cell count, are nondimensional, and yield scores that
range in values between 0 (no agreement) and 1 (perfect
agreement). Here we assume that all weights, w = 1, but in
the general case they could be adjusted according to the
relative importance assigned or desired of a specific feature
or scale, as well as for known errors or biases. For example,
one could set wi near 1 when accuracy is considered more
important for some features, and wj near 1 for deformed or

uneven grid cells or when observations and simulations are
temporally or spatially separated.
[46] Figure 14 displays the location and orientation of

four synthetic simulations along with their agreement scores
using both agreement indices (Af and IA) with respect to the
RGPS observed lead (marked as ‘‘obs.’’) using equal
weights for the two features and the five segments consid-
ered. Using the same criteria, the two indices produce
remarkably consistent scores.

6. Summary and Conclusion

[47] This paper revisits the AIDJEX assumptions about
pack ice behavior with an eye to modeling sea ice dynamics.
The AIDJEX assumptions that (1) enough leads were
present in a 100 km by 100 km region to make the ice
isotropic on that scale; (2) the ice had no tensile strength;
and (3) the ice behavior can be approximated by an
isotropic yield surface are critically reexamined. The review
of these assumptions suggests a different view of the
dynamics of pack ice based on different assumptions. The
new view of the behavior would lead to a model that
accounts directly for velocity (displacement) discontinuities.
These discontinuities are related to the formation of leads
and ridges and would give rise to anisotropic ice strength.
This new view is based on the detailed deformation data
provided by RADARSAT and measured sea ice stress.
Displacement data show that discontinuities in velocity
caused by lead opening, closing, and shear must be
accounted for in the representation of deformation. Ice
stress data show that during lead formation the lead is
traction free, and only stress parallel to the lead can be
supported. The result is anisotropic behavior for pack ice
with the deformation occurring on discontinuities in the
displacement (or velocity) field. We have presented the
kinematics relating a continuous interpretation of ice veloc-
ity data to a discontinuous interpretation. Finally, we pre-
sented a metric that would be appropriate for validation of a
discontinuous model against observed displacement data.
We conclude that observations of stress and ice motion do
not support the assumptions common to most ice dynamic
models in use today, and new models based on different
assumptions are needed.
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